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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:

++For the Lord Jesus Christ to intervene in this US election on the side of
righteousness and for any all election and post-election chaos to be quelled and
abated and for protection of the body of Christ and the innocent
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy “The Great Reset” agenda
worldwide designed to bring in the New World Order
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide
with all of its big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling
vaccinations with microchips and Contract Tracing & for God’s judgment &
destruction to be on the vaccine/medical cartels; & that Operation Warp Speed
would be annihilated, exposed and destroyed!!!!
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that
is increasing by the day.
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened, and all dark matter they have created;
and that every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel that has entered through
these portals, be bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they then be
cast into the Lake of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take their
place!!!!
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America through bringing in mass
weapons, foreign troops and drugs like Fentanyl to poison the US citizens
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on US streets.
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they
would be diverted to outer space
++Against the devil seeds coming from China
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++Against all the UN troops already in America and coming here
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
for 2020
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++That President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law and
that if it be possible he would be saved--For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people—For the fear of God to be
on Trump and all high level politicians like a thick cloud so they do the right thing
++Against All Planned Pandemics Plagues Worldwide

++Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations
Everywhere
++Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up
through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America
++Against (and for physical protection of our families and animals) from the 5G &
6G radiation & the 42,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave
Radiation Over Entire Earth
++For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all
their freedoms being taken away
++ Against the 501c3 Clergy Responses Teams Being activated in America to
betray and destroy the Christians and that they would be exposed
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide
++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in
more evil, death and destruction,
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’
implementation
++Against the plans & wickedness of
high level politicians everywhere
++Against mandatory vaccinations being
implemented and that the truth would
come out about them
++Against the wicked factions of Modern
medicine & the pharmaceutical &
vaccine industry
++For the masses to get saved and have
eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++Against The Full Implementation of
Real ID in 2020
++Against the South African Genocide of
Whites
++For God to neutralize & stop the
Fukishima Nuclear Radiation
Contamination & Nuclear Radiation
Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++Against the Big Brother Draconian
Changes Taking Place Worldwide
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the
Elections everywhere
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide

++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff
film sources and businesses
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees
++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL
Democrats running for president & for the fear of God to be upon both the
democrats and republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that
God would hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and
that they would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every
level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the
dominant streaming content producers
++Against any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit, murder or
infiltrate humanity
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati
++For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they be
delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools.
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or implants
in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked bacteria,
viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize,
destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have gotten into our
bodies.
2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies,
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil,
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25) We rebuke
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations. Let every evil covert and
clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their
lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested. (Nehemiah 4:7-8;
Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2. We decree that every

satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ
(by the dark side) shall not prevail. We declare all invisible and visible walls of
opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16;
Joshua 6:1) Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the enemy that they
have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their enterprise. Save
those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in
their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they have dug for
the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2;
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of
darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive measures
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world. For this reason, was
the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works of the enemy. (John
2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics and curses of the
enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:1820) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes,
curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17. We reverse the curses associated
with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to bring about a chaotic bloody
revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order. We decree and
declare that: Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be
frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal
dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO:
Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up in the secret shadow government
regarding their attempts to manipulate end time events, leading to the destruction of
Your righteous seed. (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces
against their diabolical plans to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be
dismantled. Dispatch legions of warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s
necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all
the earth. (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11)
Release your divine strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government
worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come
upon them. (James 1:5) Cause them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark
hidden secrets of the wicked. Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the
enemy. Let their tongues be divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and
misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel
or Belial (and all other wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own
lies and conspiracies. Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain
any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every spirit that is released
from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, until which time they
be cast into the lake of fire. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause
these prayers and all future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in
the realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s eye. (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that
govern this prayer and all spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the
Word, the Blood and by the Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE
NAME OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!

PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS
Beloved Holy Savior and Master, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that
was slain before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the
Father. We honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and
transfiguration volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and
magnify your name above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You
are worthy. You alone are worthy. We pledge our faith and love to serve you
alone, forever. We claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit yourselves therefore to
God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not
given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We
come in the authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the
Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels with flaming swords of
fire around us and our families continuously. We put on the whole armor of God.
We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to
shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated. We resist and
renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against
witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of
Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array,
fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers. Rout your
enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and
wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own
snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle,
cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause
secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see.
We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around
and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened.
We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent
against the Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, Satanist,
sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every
minion of the devil working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven fold
that they may repent and turn from their evil ways. Lord Jesus, reveal your love to
them. Show them the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if
they continue in their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive
supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to
salvation. We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD
Jesus Christ. Amen.
This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,

vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.

Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage
to spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty,
from liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler
+1+ This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
Is the Covid-19 Vaccine the Mark of the Beast?
Scott Johnson’s comment about this subject as I am getting so many emails
trying to convince me this is the Mark of the Beast, this is one of my reply’s: In
order for me to believe this was the Mark of the Beast, first off I would have to be
convinced we are well into the 7 year tribulation period under the antichrist and
false prophet; so is this link (you posted) going to clearly show me we are more
than 3.5 years into the tribulation and the Antichrist and false prophet have
already arisen and the covenant with Israel (and many nations) has been
confirmed over 3.5 years ago and the antichrist has already committed the

Abomination of Desolation of Matt. 24 (which happens at the 3.5 year mark of the
tribulation) in the rebuilt temple in Jerusalem (which has not been rebuilt as of
yet) & the vaccine will be given in the right hand or forehead & clearly have the
number 666 on the injection site and you won’t be able to buy sell or trade
without the vaccine (and remember there will be many ongoing vaccines but on
one Mark of the Beast). Also I am no fan of Anthony Patch and all of his beyond
complex ramblings. Do you see why there is no way anyone could convince me
this is the Mark of the Beast?
The shocking reason why Pfizer’s coronavirus vaccine requires storage at -70C
(or -94F!!)…because it contains experimental nanotech components that have
NEVER been used in vaccines before & “VACCINE DEATH WAVE: UK
government posts bid for AI system to process the expected flood of COVID-19
vaccine injuries and side effects described as a ‘direct threat to patient life’
You’re seeing the reports all over the news: Pfizer’s new coronavirus vaccine
requires storage at -70C (-94F), which is much colder than the North Pole. If it’s
not stored at this temperature, its ingredients begin to break down and it fails to
work. Currently Pfizer is claiming, without evidence, that its vaccine is “90%
effective.” But this claim is little more than corporate propaganda designed to
drive up stock prices through false projections.
But why do these vaccines need to be kept at -70C in the first place?
The adverse reactions caused by mRNA coronavirus vaccines are so widespread
that the UK government recently admitted it is expecting a massive wave of
coronavirus vaccine “adverse reactions” / side effects. As described in my
previous article, “VACCINE DEATH WAVE: UK government posts bid for AI
system to process the expected flood of COVID-19 vaccine injuries and side
effects described as a ‘direct threat to patient life’“:
The UK government has posted a bid and an award contract notice, seeking an
Artificial Intelligence (AI) system that can process the expected flood of covid-19
vaccine injuries and side effects.
That bid explains, in the government’s own words:
The MHRA urgently seeks an Artificial Intelligence (AI) software tool to process
the expected high volume of Covid-19 vaccine Adverse Drug Reaction (ADRs)
and ensure that no details from the ADRs’ reaction text are missed.
In other words, they already know these vaccines are going to kill a huge number
of people.
David Knight featured a UK whistleblower on his show today who revealed that
coronavirus vaccine adjuvants are demonstrating a 97% sterility rate in women
who take the vaccine. This is what happens when you turn your protein synthesis
over to evil corporations who are pursuing a global depopulationa agenda:
https://www.brighteon.com/b3fa3cc5-0d43-4e56-8d8d-c6ee2b4093ef
Play from 4:37 to 20:44:
https://www.brighteon.com/75b51aac-0281-48ee-aa14-d3eed0078115
From: John CK
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 1:27 PM
Subject: Also to note that all things done by the new world order are done by way

of problem reaction solution. The problem of distribution and keeping it that cold
and so on the first 3 phases of this will fail and it's meant to fail and mame and
damage and or give u a silent disease like cancer, always dying later just not too
much later... They have to generate the desire for it by allowing all else to fail
along the way . And as they roll it out ...it for sure will kill people that nano
replicates in the body and takes over the organs.. it is so serious
Why Would Billionaire Elon Musk Say Something Like This? The Covid Tests are
Bogus!!
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/SKDNmWpSYb5J/
+2+ NURSE: "COVID" was a Lie, but NOW People are "Throwing blood clots" all
over and dying suddenly
15 November 2020 I received an email from a listener to my radio show who is a
nurse. She claims that originally, the entire "COVID-19" was nowhere near the
emergency it was made out to be, but NOW, young people aged 30-50 are coming
into hospitals DYING and it's from "throwing blood clots" all over their bodies:
Exactly what happened to ME on October 23 . . . .
New disease? Bio-attack? Cull-the-herd by population control freaks?
Here is the email I received from the nurse:
"I have been working on the frontlines in acute medicine in a large northeastern
hospital. When this all started I was sure it was some kind of overblown hoax or a
bioweapon that didn't turn out to be as bad as what they were trying to make us
believe.
My hospital was empty despite TV news telling us that hospitals are overflowing
and we all need to be in masks. I have known all along the whole thing is not what
they are telling us; and have always suspected that our regular flu, respiratory
failure (ARDS) patients etc are being labelled as COVID thanks to these faulty,
manipulated tests. Aspiration pneumonia is common in the elderly and lots of
these patients were labelled as "COVID". That is a fact.
My conclusion was always that this is an election year deep state psy op to destroy the
economy, mandate vaccines and all that NWO stuff. Clearly there has been no *real*
pandemic in the way that the media portrays.
I still believe all that, but something has changed in the last two weeks. Actually, about a
month ago, resources were drastically cut without us being told anything other than the
usual lies from management. THEN.....we are suddenly being hit hard with patients in
their 30's through 50s with *COVID* and these people are extremely ill and it is different
than what we have been seeing all along with alleged "COVID" victims. They are
throwing clots everywhere and that is what kills them.
Did they release a second wave? Is it a bad flu season that appears to look like
what they are calling "COVID", or is this something else completely that has no
name yet. Something COMPLETELY evil is up. Resources and supplies were
disappearing before we started getting slammed with the latest batch of "COVID".
The hospitals in this area are on their knees, staffing and resources are vanishing
in conjunction with additional patients who are very ill. Too few beds, staff,
equipment. Support staff and departments for nurses and doctors are being

scaled back. Back in the spring and summer, nothing was happening. But now the ER
looks like a third world zoo and the staff cannot cope. If I have to give you emergency IV
meds I have to fight to get a d*** IV pump and other equipment needed. We are not
being stocked. It's like the budget for supplies is gone. On top of this our regular medical
patients with COPD, CHF, Kidney failure are coming in sicker and sicker because the
community care they need to manage their chronic illnesses is collapsing.
I have been in healthcare 20 years and never have seen things this bad. I have no idea
what is happening. I can only tell you what I am seeing and it is giving me a bad feeling.
Hospital administration is NEVER honest with nurses and doctors and is refusing to talk
to us and answer questions or hear our concerns as per usual. Any requests for help or
whistleblowing on unsafe patient conditions within the hospital gets labelled as "bad
attitude".
This is precisely what happened to me on October 23. I awoke at 4:30 AM with
severe chest pains. I recall saying to myself "This can't be happening, I had quadruple
bypass surgery for clogged heart arteries 17 months ago. In fact, it was just about four
days earlier that my cardiologist told me a CT-A scan of my chest showed
everything inside with my heart and lungs was NORMAL!"
I went to hospital and was found to be in Myocardial infarction AGAIN. Two of the
four heart bypasses DEVELOPED BLOOD CLOTS and one of those bypasses (the one
that feeds my left circumflex artery) was 100% blocked by blood clots. NO FLOW. That
was the culprit causing my trouble on OCtober 23, which was a second heart attack.
Now, I hear from this nurse that they are being swamped with dozens of "young
people" who are "throwing clots all over the place" and dying.
"Throwing clots" --- just like I did. Without any reason at all, a sudden burst of
blood clots takes place inside and clogs something: Heart artery, lung, brain . . .
and next thing you know, the person is DEAD.
Incidentally, the hospital I was in performed a COVID test on me that day and the
test came back negative.
But interestingly, my White Blood Cell Count was elevated. In a normal person,
WBC count is around 4,000-11,000. Mine was 17,490 on 10/23/2020 indicating my
body was fighting off . . . something. But it wasn't a major something . . . if it was
major, the WBC count would have been around 22,000. Mine was about 17,000,
so it was . . . . not a big deal. The next day, my WBC count dropped to 15,760 and
my final day in hospital, it dropped to 11,440. So whatever my body was fighting
off, was gone and my WBC count was returning rapidly to normal. I don't know
what it was or if it was related to the clotting, my guess is not related, but I offer
this as incidental info because I happen to know the facts from the test results
that day.
So what is it that's causing people to suddenly - and without warning - develop so
many blood clots that they're DYING from it?
We are not being told the facts by our government public servants.
I don't know what it is that we're facing yet, but I can tell you this, it hit me suddenly,
without warning. I -- me personally -- was within minutes of being dead, and it is
NOT "COVID."
# RE: NURSE: "COVID" was a Lie, but NOW People are "Throwing blood clots" all
over and dying suddenly — mbellm 2020-11-15 13:55

I too am a front line RN in a facility with CV 19. I TOTALLY agree with this Nurse.
Our outcomes were exactly like hers. I do want to say that NO natural corona
seasonal flu causes young people to throw clots. It appears there is ANOTHER
virus that has been loosed upon us. Also, all the equipment being reduced as well
as staffing in done on purpose to MAXIMIZE the chaos. They will soon label this
new bug CV21.
# JUST A THOUGHT — Bill51 2020-11-15 12:07
What if all the COVID 19 test are the cause of the blood clots.
# A Dark Winter has arrived — MrBlotto 2020-11-15 11:52
My brothers girlfriend (late 60s) had to go to ICU for blood clots. Immediately they said it
was "covid" Few days in ICU and she was released.
She knew something was up because her O2 level was down.
Get an O2 monitor to check your blood oxygen level.
# RE: NURSE: "COVID" was a Lie, but NOW People are "Throwing blood clots" all
over and dying suddenly — exodustoshiloh@earthlink.net 2020-11-15 11:51
COINCIDENCE??? 5G and Smart meters were ALLEGEDLY ramped up during the
last two months with full power turned on Oct 28.
ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/09/heads-up-sept-11-20-and-oct-15-20/
ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/02/5g-60-ghz-oxygen-absorption-you-and-coronavirus/
www.naturalnews.com/2019-11-26-5g-devices-beam-weapons-with-weaponizedelectronics.html
radiationdangers.com/5g/is-the-coronavirus-actually-microwave-illness/
+1 # RE: NURSE: "COVID" was a Lie, but NOW People are "Throwing blood clots"
all over and dying suddenly — AngelaM 2020-11-15 12:14
my smart meter in illinois was causing heart palpatations and rapid heart beating. i had
to faraday cage it and block the wall to protect myself from its pulse. i also think 5g has
something to do with this. was developed as a weapon and has the ability to microwave
+5 # NURSE: "COVID" was a Lie, but NOW People are "Throwing blood clots" all
over and dying suddenly — Zedta 2020-11-15 11:40
Interesting. This is happening, in this report, to middle-aged & young people in the NE
and just after the ramped up deployment of 5G has gone full bore. The group affected,
has…the most online time, being on 5G, of the population as a whole. I'd bet a great
majority are getting the newest Apple or Android phone in droves as I write this.
Kinda curious coincidence.
+1 # Covid 21 — clm 2020-11-15 13:04
Quoting Zedta:
5G most likely -look for a new strain name C21 then we will have proof of the plandemic
which there is already enough of.
# RE: NURSE: "COVID" was a Lie, but NOW People are "Throwing blood clots" all
over and dying suddenly — standingwave 2020-11-15 11:13
What gives credibility to the idea of either a more deadly strain of COVID19 or a second
virus, has been the obvious disinformation campaign we have endured for the last 9
months (longer really). Why? To what end?
Step 1 - Excite and condition the herd with extreme rhetoric and a mild virus to
bring out the naysayers. The herd becomes careless.
Step 2 - Bring out a more severe virus to discredit the naysayers and promote

officialdom as the voice of reason which will protect the herd with harsh rules,
restricted freedoms, vaccines, etc. - basically to bring forth a new world order.
It might work.
From: Patricia
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:45 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Confirmation about the Hospital Shortages
Well I will confirm this....We are having an awful, awful time getting supplies. This
is across the board; I am not just talking about PPE here or swabs here, which
would totally make sense as we are consuming them rapidly. I am talking about
reagents and other supplies we must have to run a lab and should not be affected
and are not made in say China, to the best of my knowledge.
In the lab I do not have access to the patient's charts, so I do not have solid
information on what their diagnoses or their symptoms are. The Covid tests we
are doing in house are mostly negative. The Covid tests we are sending out, and
we are sending them out by the hundreds (we are a small hospital) are mostly
negative, but I don't know the percentages. It is unreal how much Covid testing
we are doing. Once again I need to state here that the vast majority of these tests
are negative.
What does shock me is this.
I used to work as a generalist (someone who does every discipline in the lab) in
the early 90's in a small hospital that served a rural county.. Fast forward to 2020,
I have retrained and I am working as a generalist again in a small hospital that
serves a rural county. I started working here during the Covid outbreak so I don't
know any different. Now that our volume is picking back up because we are
seeing actual patients now.....I have never seen so many patients in my life with
such high white counts (high teens, twenties and above) and so many abnormal
labs for the number of labs we run. I have to say I am totally, totally shocked at
this, our patient population is truly sick with wacked out labs to prove it. I have
never seen so many positive drug screens either, and I used to work for a lab that
did nothing but drug testing. I am talking about illegal drugs here, and multiple
drugs coming up positive is normal. (Negative drug screens are very rare.)
On the subject of clots. So many of my patients are on heparin and
other anticoagulants and need to be monitored. It is unreal in my humble opinion.
I don't know about deaths so much. I am stuck in a room all night by myself.
So I have been wondering about this since we started taking patients again (after
shutting everything down due to Covid) and I don't have answers. I don't feel like
I have a good enough knowledge base, because I had to be retrained after so
many years to know what is going on. In my case, you need to remember there is
some sort of military presence here. I don't know what they are doing, but I
believe their activities are affecting the public, but can't prove this besides the
electronic warfare of the enemy that I hear from time to time.
So I don't know. When I have something concrete to report I will do so, in the
meantime I struggle each night just to keep up with everything.

Scott Johnson’s Comment on Nattokinase and Blood Clots
I have been a alternative doctor/Chiropractor that specializes in clinical nutritional
supplementation for 27 years. The best thing I have found for dissolving and
preventing blood clots is Nattokinase.
Nattokinase is an enzyme that breaks down fibrin, the cement that holds clots
together. By breaking down fibrin, Nattokinase thins blood naturally so that it can
flow more smoothly. Nattokinase is a potent fibrinolytic enzyme extract and
highly purified from a traditional Japanese food, called "Natto". The discovery of
Nattokinase Dr. Hiroyuki Sumi had long researched thrombolytic enzymes
searching for a natural agent that could successfully dissolve thrombus
associated with cardiac and cerebral infarction. Sumi found what he was looking
for when Natto was dropped onto artificial thrombus (fibrin) in a Petri dish and
allowed it to stand at 37.0C (approximately body temperature). The thrombus
around the natto dissolved gradually and had completely dissolved within 18
hours. Sumi named the newly discovered enzyme "nattokinase", which means
"enzyme in natto". Dr. Sumi commented that nattokinase showed "a potency
matched by no other enzyme" Nattokinase can help prevent hardening of the
arteries with an oral dose of as little as 100mg a day. Furthermore, it is now
documented that NattoKinase can prevent blood clots on long distance flights.
(See Angiology, Volume 54, Number 5, 2003). Blood pressure rises as the heart
compensates for aging. Preliminary studies show that Nattokinase lowers blood
pressure by an average of twenty-four points. Nattokinase is Backed by Research
Nattokinase has now been the subject of 17 studies, including two small human
trials. Its properties closely resemble that of plasmin (the body's primary clot
dissolving agent). Research In The United States Dr. Martin Milner of the Center
for Natural Medicine in Portland, Oregon and Dr. Makise of the Makise Clinic in
Kyoto, Japan were able to launch a joint research project on nattokinase and
write an extensive paper on their findings. "In all my years of research as a
professor of cardiovascular and pulmonary medicine, natto and nattokinase
represents the most exciting new development in the prevention and treatment of
cardiovascular related diseases," Dr. Milner said. "We have finally found a potent
natural agent that can thin and dissolve clots effectively, with relative safety and
without side effects." Nattokinase not only dissolves clots but can prevent them.
Nattokinase supplements may prevent the need for more aggressive Warfarin or
Coumadin therapy. Also if you are suffering from or at risk for: thrombosis,
coronary heart disorders, phlebitis, edema, serious varicose veins and circulatory
problems the first product to consider would be the Nattokinase. That is because
this oral systemic enzyme formula has been shown strong clinical and scientific
evidence of helping the conditions I listed above. ++ Always take Nattokinase on
an empty stomach.
Contraindications: If currently taking a blood thinner medication do not take
Nattokinase as this will cause too much blood thinning.
Dr. Johnson’s Comment: This is the one I carry and offer to my customers:
Davinci Labs NATTOKINASE PLUS 60 capsules 36.00
 PROMOTES BLOOD FLOW: Nattokinase Plus with Serrapeptase supports
healthy blood flow throughout the body, including your heart and brain.*



NOURISH YOUR TISSUES WITH OXYGEN: This NON-GMO supplement
makes it easier for blood to reach your tissues and organs.*
 KEEP YOUR BLOOD VESSELS HEALTHY: Nattokinase and Serrapeptase keep
your blood vessels, capillaries, and arteries flexible during aging.*
 STRENGTHEN YOUR BLOOD VESSEL WALLS: This natto supplement
contains free radical fighter rutin, which helps protect the structure of vein walls.*
 DOCTOR TRUSTED: Previously available only through doctors, this supplement
for circulation is now available directly to you.*
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/nursecovid-was-a-lie-but-now-people-are-throwing-blood-clots-all-over-and-dyingsuddenly
Anyone who understands that these lockdowns were never about health, but
about control, know that the first lockdowns didn’t quite devastate the middle
class to the point that the elitists needed them to: LOCKDOWNS COMING: 22
STATES ALREADY LOCKING DOWN
Now, another round of lockdowns is coming in order for the rulers to usher in the
New World Order through chaos and poverty.
This is straight up nothing short of economic terrorism and it’s being done by the
government.
Greg Mannarino: “They Want People Desperate. People Aren’t Desperate
Enough”
These lockdowns serve two purposes. One, they keep up the facade and continue
to keep the masses in a panicked state of fear. And two, they finish off the
middle-class impoverishing enough people that they will willingly enslave
themselves for the universal basic income pittance in the form of a digital dollar
that the elites can track, trace, and control.
But in order to keep the show going and get people to buy into this scam, states
are locking down again. Twenty-two states have issued additional orders that
trample people’s basic human rights. Those states are:
1. Minnesota
2. Maryland
3. California
4. Iowa
5. Wisconsin
6. Utah
7.Rhode Island
8. Michigan
9. Connecticut
10. Massachusetts
11. Illinois
12. Colorado
13. Idaho
14. Florida
15. New York
16. New Jersey

17. Pennsylvania
18. Texas
19. Kentucky
20. Mississippi
21. Nebraska
22. New Mexico
The destruction of rights is well underway for a second time. They are really
desperate to keep up this scam at all costs. This has never been about health.
The elitists do not care about our health and whether we continue to live on this
planet or not. They only want power. Wake up and stay prepared.
Related:
Marfoogle News: Closed INDEFINITELY
From: Greg
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 12:06 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment Covid-19 Cleaning Crews Charging Outrageous
Prices
Just got off a break and heard they released the day crew at 3pm because
someone got sick. They brought in a cleaning crew and it was $8000 to clean and
it took less than two hours to do it!! I am in the wrong business!! Clean cold
viruses off stuff with bleach water in a hazmat suit and charge close to $4000 an
HOUR!!
State Bar Passes Mandatory COVID-19 Vaccination Recommendation; Consider
making it mandatory for all New Yorkers to undergo COVID-19 vaccination when a
vaccine becomes available, even if people object to it for religious, philosophical
or personal reasons
by National File November 11th 2020--New York Bar declares if voluntary
vaccinations are not successful, they will be 100% mandated for everyone in New
York State
New Yorkers won’t have the option to turn down the vaccination even if they have
philosophical, religious, or personal reasons to not take it
New York Bar declares if voluntary vaccinations “fall short of producing needed
levels of population immunity,” they will be 100% mandated for everyone in New
York State.
From: Allin
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 6:27 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: Governor Mike Dewine of Ohio just threatened
business with closure of their businesses if they don't mandate every customer
to wear a mask. He also attacked private gatherings and actually said "No
dancing allowed at any gathering"
He also said no removing masks at public or private gatherings unless you are
actively eating or drinking. PRIVATE GATHERINGS..... wow.. Scott I pray your

spiritual warfare prayers everyday, thanks for being a light during these dark
times ahead. God bless!!!
Maryland Department of Health launches MD COVID Smart Phone Alerts

November 10, 2020
Media Contact:
Deidre McCabe, Director, Office of Communications, 410-767-3536
Charlie Gischlar, Deputy Director, Media Relations, 443-463-7234
Maryland Department of Health launches MD COVID Alert
Marylanders can now use MD COVID Alert to receive COVID-19 exposure notifications
on smartphones
Baltimore, MD – The Maryland Department of Health (MDH) today announced the
launch of MD COVID Alert, the official COVID-19 Exposure Notifications Express
system of Maryland. MD COVID Alert uses Bluetooth Low Energy technology to
quickly notify users who might have been exposed to someone who tested
positive for COVID-19 with the goal of reducing infections in Maryland.
“MD COVID Alert complements our traditional contact tracing efforts to notify
users of possible exposure to help contain the virus,” said MDH Secretary Robert
R. Neall. “I encourage Marylanders to use MD COVID Alert to help protect the
people around them, including those they might not know directly.”
Starting today, Marylanders with an iPhone or Android smartphone will receive a push
notification inviting them to receive exposure notification alerts. iPhone users will be
able to opt in by enabling exposure notifications in their phone’s settings and selecting
Maryland as their region. Android users will be prompted to opt in by installing the MD
COVID Alert app from the Google Play Store. MD COVID Alert is available at no cost
and is voluntary. (Until it is NOT voluntary!!!) Users can disable exposure
notifications at any time.
On a daily basis, a user’s phone downloads a list of all the random IDs associated with
verified positive COVID-19 cases and checks them against the random IDs users have
encountered in the two days prior to the positive test or symptom onset. If there is a
match, the system will notify users of the date of exposure. No other information about
the exposure is shared (Lies!!!). Users who receive an exposure notification alert
are advised to get tested, monitor their health for symptoms, and quarantine.
https://health.maryland.gov/newsroom/Pages/Maryland-Department-of-Healthlaunches-MD-COVID-Alert.aspx
British Army to Begin Covid-19 Scamdemic Testing and Bar-coding Children at
School This Week Without Parental Consent
Image source by Brian Shilhavy
Editor, Health Impact News

As thousands of people in the UK this
past weekend protested new COVID
lockdowns, the British Army is
planning on rolling out a massive new
COVID testing initiative in the city of
Liverpool this week, seeking to test a
half million people in a program that
will be rolled out to the entire nation if
successful.
As part of that initiative, a letter was
sent out to the parents of children attending Broadgreen International School,
letting them know that their child would be tested by the military even without
their consent.
Read:

So the Liverpool-based Broadgreen International School is in the “privileged
position” of running a pilot scheme with Public Health England that will:
 Bring in the military to run Covid19 tests.
 Test children without getting parental consent first.
 Identify each individual with a “unique barcode”.
 “Isolate” and “secure” anyone who tests positive.
It’s all pretty bleak reading.
And we suggest you download a copy, just in case they try and retract it.
This is one scheme at one school for now, but there’s no reason to assume it will stay
that way. The only way to guarantee it doesn’t spread is to denounce it, loudly.
(Source.)
The U.S. military is also preparing to distribute new COVID vaccines in the U.S. as
part of funding from “Operation Warp Speed,” so you can be sure the U.S.
government and governments around the world are closely watching Liverpool
this week to see just how compliant the public will be to surrender their liberties
to medical tyrants.
UPDATE 11/9/2020:
Apparently after much negative feedback from parents and the public, the school
has backed down and now stated they will only test students who have parental
consent. A new letter was published Sunday, Nov. 8, 2020, to replace the letter
published here that was released on Friday, November 6th.
Resistance is NOT futile!
https://medicalkidnap.com/2020/11/08/british-army-to-begin-testing-and-bar-codingchildren-at-school-this-week-without-parental-consent/

